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Abstract
Automated bicycle rental systems have become an increasingly popular form of public
transportation in cities and on campuses. As a senior capstone project at York College of
Pennsylvania, 19 engineering students across three disciplines; computer engineering, electrical
engineering, and mechanical engineering; designed and built a working Automated Bicycle Rental
System (ABRS) for use by the college community. The ABRS project is designed to support
multiple rental kiosks, and a multitude of bicycles, each with an embedded GPS tracking device.
Each rental kiosks and GPS tracking device communicates with a common backend server to
provide status updates on system health, bicycle availability, as well as rental transaction
information. The backend server maintains this information and provides both an end user and
administrative user interface for interacting with the system. This paper presents the design and
implementation of the cloud-based backend server for the ABRS project.
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Introduction
Bicycle rental systems provide an environmentally friendly method of transportation for modern
society. Bicycle rental/sharing has grown significantly in Europe, North America, South America,
Asia, and Australia since the 1960s. Bicycle rental systems provide a viable solution to ease
congestion and transportation problems in highly populated areas. Riders can rent bicycles from
an electronically controlled rental system using smart electronic devices, such as mobile phones,
or magstripe cards. A rider can ride the bicycle to their desired destination and return the bicycle
to a different rental station or return the bicycle to the original rental station. Bicycle rental systems
can be located at mass transit hubs such as bus and train stations, near a busy city center, near a
multi-housing complex, on school/college campuses, in shopping districts, near tourist attractions,
and other areas with high volume foot traffic1.
The goal of the Automated Bicycle Rental System (ABRS) project was to design and build a fully
automated bicycle rental system that the community at York College of Pennsylvania could use
free of charge10. The community includes students, faculty, and staff with a York College email
addresses. The ABRS system is fully automated and requires no attendant to service customers.
Customers can rent and return bicycles completely electronically. The system is comprised of four
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major components; bicycles, locking positions that keep the bicycles secure when they are not in
use, rental kiosks that interface with users and control the locks, and a backend server to store
system information and authorize rentals. To rent a bicycle, a user needs to register on the backend
server via a website, generate a transaction code, and input that code at a rental kiosk. The code is
then passed from the rental kiosk to the backend server so the rental request can be validated. Once
validated, a bicycle is unlocked for the user.
The system utilizes a backend server to store customer information, keep a record of all rental
transactions, and track system information such as the number of bicycles that are available to rent,
the power levels of the rental kiosks, and any issues or malfunctions that have occurred. This
information is transmitted from each rental kiosk to the backend server via a cellular network or
WiFi connection. The backend server also tracks the locations of all ABRS bicycles by receiving
and storing GPS coordinates transmitted by GPS tracking devices located on each bicycle2. Figure
1 shows the main page of the ABRS website. From this page, a user can view kiosk locations, the
number of bicycles available at each of those kiosk locations, and the number of open locks
available for bicycle returns.

Figure 1: Main page of the ABRS website

Design Summary
The backend server for the ABRS project uses a cloud-based solution. The benefits of this
approach include no initial hardware setup, high reliability, and reduced cost. Heroku3, a cloudbased Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provider, was selected for the ABRS project. Heroku provides
several advantages over other providers such as Amazon Web Server (AWS). Heroku is easy to
use and provides a streamlined mechanism for deployment. Heroku also offers a free tier that is
well-suited for this project. One limitation of Heroku’s free tier is that the ABRS web application
can only run 18 out of every 24 hours. However, this does not impact the ABRS system since
rentals are only permitted during daylight hours. The backend server was built with Ruby on Rails
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and PostgreSQL4,5. Additionally, the ABRS web application utilizes Bootstrap6 to ensure the
website user interface scales for various screen sizes from desktop computers to mobile phones.
Implementation of the Backend
The Rails framework utilizes a Model, View, Controller (MVC) architecture for organizing web
applications application. For the ABRS project, the models represent database objects such as
users, kiosks, and bicycles. Controllers handle computations and database accesses, and views are
used to render user interfaces on the website. Rails routes incoming HTTP requests to the
appropriate controller methods using paths specified in the request. Typically, HTTP requests are
generated by web browsers. However, the ABRS kiosks and bicycle GPS trackers also generate
HTTP request messages to communicate with the backend server.
The controllers handle requests for different data formats such as HTML or JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON)7. The data format used for communication depends on the source of the request;
web browsers interact with the backend via HTML; kiosks and GPS trackers interact with the
backend via JSON. The Rails controllers create new model instances, or update attributes of
existing instances using Rails’ Active Record. In Rails, each Active Record object represent an
instance of a model object.
Administrator Role – Administrators of the bicycle rental system can monitor and control the
system through a secure administrative web interface. An administrator can view which bicycles
are rented, access the GPS coordinates of rented bicycles, and see the list of users who are currently
renting bicycles. The administrator can also add or remove kiosks, bicycles, and locks from the
backend database using the web interface.
An admin can track the location of bicycles using the web interface as shown in Figure 2. The
bicycle tracking page includes a Google map with markers indicating the geographic locations of
each bicycle. The map was generated using the ‘gmaps4rails’ Ruby gem8. This gem includes many
JavaScript functions for interacting with the Google map that can be integrated directly into the
Ruby code. Only bicycles that are currently rented are displayed on the map. Bicycles that are
locked at a rental station have known locations and are not displayed. Clicking on a bicycle marker
reveals additional information about the bicycle such as the bicycle’s identifier and the battery
level of the GPS tracker. The markers on the map update dynamically so that a full page refresh is
not necessary to update the markers. This dynamic updating was achieved through the use of
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) requests. With AJAX the view sends an HTTP
request to the server and a controller returns the latest marker data. The view then uses this new
marker data to dynamically update the page.
Additional web pages were created to give an administrator the ability to monitor several other
aspects of the system. One such page provides a list of all completed or ongoing rental transactions.
Another page displays a paginated list of registered users. Yet another page displays the health of
the kiosks, bicycles, and locks in the system. The health page displays mechanical issues that
require maintenance such as a flat tire on a bicycle or a broken keypad on a kiosk.
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Figure 2: Administrator interface, bicycle tracking

User Role – Before a user can rent a bicycle, they must register via a signup form on the ABRS
web site. The signup form contains fields for the user’s name, email, and password. There are some
client-side validations on the form inputs that are performed with JavaScript. The email must have
a ‘ycp.edu’ domain, and the password must be at least 8 characters long. If these validation checks
fail, the form is not submitted and the user is notified of any issues. Upon a valid sign-up, a new
User object is created in the database, however the account is initially set to an unactivated status.
An email containing an activation link is generated by the backend server and emailed to the email
address supplied by the user. The user activates the account by clicking the link in the email. Prior
to activating their account a user cannot access the account and cannot rent any bicycles. This
ensures that only users with a valid York College of Pennsylvania email address can use the bicycle
rental service. Activation emails are sent using the third-party service SendGrid9.
Renting and Returning Bicycles – Once a user has signed up and activated their account, they
may request a single-use code that can be entered at a rental kiosk to rent one or more bicycles.
Each generated code belongs to a specific user. A link displayed as ‘Start Rental’ on the web
interface calls a controller action to generate a new unique code and the code is displayed to the
user as shown in Figure 3. The Rails application generates the four-digit one-time use codes using
a variant of the Rails ‘SecureRandom’ function. An integer in the range 0-9999 is converted to a
string and padded to support leading zeros. The generated code is checked against the backend
database to ensure uniqueness. If the code already exists in the database a new random code is
generated to ensure each user receives a unique code. Generated codes expire after 5 minutes.
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Figure 3: Generation of one-time use code

When a user inputs a rental code into a kiosk, it is transmitted to the backend server where the
server verifies the validity of the code and ensure that it has not yet expired. The server also
validates that the number of requested bicycles is available and that each of the requested bicycles
has a GPS tracker with battery level of at least 70%. The GPS tracking devices located on each
bicycle begin to lose accuracy once the battery drops below 50%. Ensuring that the battery level
of at least 70% ensures the user has at least 4 hours of rental time before the battery reaches 50%.
This also provides enough time for missing bicycles to be tracked and located before the battery
in the GPS tracker is completely depleted. If a GPS tracker battery drops below 50% the user who
rented the bicycle and the administrator of the system are notified via email. These emails are
generated by the backend server and sent using SendGrid8.
When a rental is validated the backend server creates a new Transaction object for each bicycle
being rented. Transaction objects for ongoing rentals include the following fields: the bicycle
identifier, the email of the user renting the bicycle, and the start time of the rental. Transaction
objects can be viewed by administrators via the web interface. When a bicycle is returned to a
kiosk the server verifies that the return is valid and ensures that the bicycle being returned is not
already parked at a rental station. If a return is valid, the database is updated to indicate the returned
bicycle’s new location and the bicycle is made available to rent once again. Once a bicycle is
returned the Transaction object associated with its rental is changed to a Transaction History
object. The Transaction History objects include the end time of the rental and can be viewed by
administrators via the web interface to provide administrators with a complete history of rentals.
Integration with Kiosks and GPS Tracking Devices
Each rental kiosk communicates securely with the backend server using HTTP over SSL (HTTPS).
The Rails application running on the backend server routes incoming requests to controller actions
that interact with the backend database and respond to the request as necessary. Both the backend
server and the kiosks send/receive parameters as JSON formatted data over the HTTPS connection.
Kiosk Communication for Rentals and Returns – When a one-time use code is entered at a rental
kiosk, that kiosk generates an HTTP POST request for the rental to the backend server. The HTTP
POST request contains the one-time use code and identifiers for the requested bicycles as JSON
parameters. If the code and all bicycle identifiers are valid the server returns a successful status to
the kiosk. Otherwise, an error code is returned. Possible error codes for a rental request include:
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“expired code”, “invalid bicycle identifier”, and “GPS tracker has insufficient battery”. Renters
see a message on the kiosk screen describing the returned error
Bicycle returns are also handled via an HTTP POST. The request contains the identifier of the
returned bicycle and is transmitted as JSON formatted data. The response includes a status code
of 200 for successful return, or a code of 100 for an invalid return.
Kiosk Communication for System Health Status – The health of the kiosks, bicycles, and locks
can be updated through HTTP POST request. Each object has its own POST URL for updating its
health condition. The backend expects a condition code detailing the issue being reported. Each
condition codes identifies a specific problem with the system such as a flat tire on a bicycle or a
broken locking mechanism. For bicycles and kiosks the power status is periodically sent to the
backend server to keep this information up to date. Responses from the backend server include a
status code of 100 for unsuccessful updates and 200 for successful updates.
Synchronizing the Kiosk Status with the Backend – Periodically, each kiosk sends an HTTP
request detailing which bicycles are currently locked at the kiosk, and in which locks those bicycles
are located. This method is useful to update the backend server if bicycles have been added or
removed outside of the normal rent/return process. This may occur if a bicycle is stolen or removed
manually for maintenance.
GPS Tracker Communication – Each GPS tracking device communicates securely with the
backend server using HTTPS. These HTTP requests include the type of message and the bicycle
identifier as request header fields. There are three types of messages: a startup message, a location
update message that updates the GPS coordinates of the bicycle, and a message to signal the
docking or undocking of the bicycle. The HTTP POST parameters vary by message type. This
GPS location update message includes the latitude, longitude, the battery level of the GPS tracker,
and additional information about the accuracy of the coordinates. The latitude/longitude
coordinates are sent in degrees-minutes format. The backend converts these values to decimal
format before saving the updated values to the database.
Conclusions
A backend server is a key part to running and managing an automated bicycle rental system. In
this paper, a cloud-based backend server solution was presented for an automated bicycle rental
system. Using a cloud-based server provider allowed for faster and smoother setup and
development. The server was developed using Ruby on Rails and is hosted on Heroku. The rental
kiosks communicate with the backend server over HTTP to authorize bicycle rentals, and report
unexpected status or health changes. Bicycles that are equipped with GPS tracking devices can
also send GPS location data over HTTP to the backend server. This gives administrators of the
system the ability to track rented bicycles and locate stolen bicycles. Users can easily register and
begin renting bicycles from any web browser. Additionally, a full administrative website provides
an administrator a convenient interface for monitoring and managing the system. Unique features
of the York College of Pennsylvania ABRS system include GPS tracking of bicycles and the
administrative control interface.
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